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Abstract 
If carbon sequestration is to be cost-effective substitute for reducing emissions then it must 

occur under a framework that ensures that the sequestration is additional to what would 

otherwise have occurred, the carbon is stored permanently, and any leakage is properly 

accounted for. We discuss significant challenges in meeting these requirements, including 

some not previously recognised. Although we focus on sequestration in soil, many of the 

issues covered are applicable to all types of sequestration. The common-practice method for 

determining additionality achieves its intention of reducing transaction costs in the short term 

but not in the medium-long term. Its design results in the least costly, additional abatement 

measures being excluded from policy support and fails to address how, in the case of 

sequestration, revisions to the additionality of sequestering practices should apply not just to 

the future, but in theory, also retrospectively. Permanence is sometimes approximated as 100 

years of sequestration. Re-release of sequestered carbon after this will not only reverse the 

sequestration, but may raise atmospheric carbon to higher levels than they would have been if 

the sequestration had never occurred. Leakage associated with sequestration practices can 

accumulate over time to exceed the total level of sequestration; nonetheless adoption of such 
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practices can be attractive to landholders, even when they are required to pay for this leakage 

at contemporary prices.  

 

Policy Relevance: Globally much has been written and claimed about the ability to offset 

emissions with sequestration. The Australian Government plans to use sequestration to source 

much of the abatement required to reach its emissions targets. Designing effective policy for 

sequestration will be challenging politically, and will involve substantial transaction costs. 

Compromises in policy design intended to make sequestration attractive and reduce 

transaction costs can render it highly inefficient as a policy.  

 

Keywords: additionality, sequestration, carbon credits, climate change mitigation, climate 

policy frameworks, environmental economics  

 

1. Introduction 

 

Much has been written about the potential to offset greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 

sequestering carbon (e.g., García-Oliva & Masera, 2004; Lal, 2002; Subak, 2000). To be 

effective, sequestration policies need to: encourage sequestration that is ‘additional’ to what 

would occur in the normal course of business (Meyers, 1999; Woodhams et al., 2012); avoid 

‘leaking’ or transferring emissions to another location, time, or form (e.g., Cowie, Eckard, & 

Eady, 2012; van Kooten & de Vries, 2013); and ensure that carbon is stored 

‘permanently’(McCarl, 2006; Murray, Sohngen, & Ross, 2007) and not undone in the future 

without being replaced with other abatement.  
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Various authors have identified and analysed challenges in meeting these three requirements. 

For example, Montserrat and Sohngen (2009) estimated that in some voluntary offset 

schemes, up to 90% of the claimed emissions ‘savings’ may have been shifted or ‘leaked’ to 

another location. Gustavsson et al., (2000) articulated how additionality is an inherently 

uncertain concept due to its dependence on an unobservable counterfactual scenario, 

lamenting that the buyers and sellers of offsets share a common motive to exploit such 

ambiguity and overestimate abatement, meaning sound regulatory oversight is an imperative. 

Murray et al. (2007) considered the feasibility of different policy designs for dealing with 

permanence. Others have warned that implementing policies that overvalue temporary 

sequestration relative to permanent abatement may be (politically) convenient, but ultimately 

inefficient (Feng, Zhao, & Kling, 2002; Gramig, 2012). 

 

A common theme in the literature is that satisfying requirements for additionality, non-

leakage and, to a lesser degree, permanence increases transaction costs. These may be 

reduced by simplifying the policy, but at the cost of increased levels of uncertainty and 

reduced efficiency of the program (Cacho, Lipper, & Moss, 2013; Capon, Harris, & Reeson, 

2013; Cowie et al., 2012; Subak, 2000). 

 

With this paper we aim to: i) elucidate major issues around additionality, leakage, and 

permanence in the design of policy for sequestration of soil carbon, in the context of 

transaction costs and uncertainty; ii) identify potential perverse outcomes and inefficiencies 

in some of the policy approaches that have been proposed; and iii) consider the policy 

implications of our findings. Our study builds on the existing literature, extending it by 

focusing on issues that have not previously been emphasised, or in some cases, not previously 

recognised. These issues include that practices may be additional temporarily and yet not 
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worth supporting in the short term; that practices can ultimately leak more emissions than 

they sequester and yet still be financially attractive to landholders; and that the use of a 100-

year rule (or similar) as a proxy for permanence can lead to atmospheric carbon levels being 

higher than they would have been in the absence of a sequestration policy. 

 

We focus on carbon sequestration in soils—when we use the term ‘sequestration’ we are 

referring to soil carbon—although many of the issues we identify are relevant to other forms 

of carbon sequestration and to the design of any future policies throughout the world that aim 

to encourage sequestration, be it in soil or in vegetation. As a policy example we use the 

Carbon Farming Initiative (CFI) introduced by the Australian Government in late 2011 and 

modified in 2014. Thus far, only a modest amount of abatement has been generated by the 

CFI (as of December 2014, 10.6 Mt of CO2e), much of it from landfill gas projects that were 

instigated under previous state-based schemes (Climate Change Authority, 2014a) and 

currently no projects involving soil carbon have been implemented. However, a new 

Australian Government was elected in September 2013 with the stated intent of sourcing the 

majority of the Australia’s future abatement from an expanded CFI. As recently as June 2014, 

the Government was aspiring to achieve over three-quarters of this abatement by storing 

carbon on farms (Neales, 2014). We will at times also refer to the only existing offset credit 

scheme in which soil carbon has played a major role: Alberta’s Specified Greenhouse Gas 

Emitters Regulation (Climate Change Authority, 2014b). In this Canadian scheme 38% of 

credits generated have been from carbon sequestered by the use of use minimum- or no-till 

cropping practices (Swallow & Goddard, 2013). 

 

This paper proceeds as follows. The next section considers potential policy approaches to, 

and dynamics of, carbon sequestration. Following this we consider different approaches for 
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assessing additionality and the implications of its evolution through time. The risks created 

by the impermanent nature of carbon sequestration are then examined and the possible policy 

approaches for dealing with sequestration and leakage that occur over different timeframes 

are explored. We then reflect on the potential role of sequestration as part of a broader 

emissions mitigation strategy before summarising our findings. 

 

2. Carbon sequestration: dynamics, policy approaches and concepts 

 

2.1 Sequestration in Soil 

Globally, the total amount of carbon stored in the top metre of soil (organic and inorganic 

pools) is estimated to be three times as much as the atmosphere and nearly four times as 

much as contained in living matter (Lal, 2002). However, with the expansion of agriculture, 

the carbon content of many soils has declined. It is estimated that in some regions up to 70% 

of these losses could be re-sequestered through improved land use or land management (Lal, 

2002). For instance ‘no-tillage’ cultivation practices could increase soil carbon by about 16% 

worldwide (West & Post, 2002). For mixed cropping-livestock farms in Western Australia, 

increasing the portion of legume pastures from 30% of farmed area to 80% would sequester 

6t of CO2/ha across the entire farmed area over 30 years (Kragt, Pannell, Robertson, & 

Thamo, 2012). The amount of carbon sequestered when a new management practice is 

adopted depends on the initial carbon content, the practice, soil type and climate (Johnson, 

Levine, & Kern, 1995; West et al., 2004). 
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As a mitigation activity, sequestration has two unique characteristics. First, when a 

sequestering practice is adopted, carbon storage typically increases1, but at a diminishing rate 

through time until it plateaus at a new steady-state equilibrium (Figure 1) (Gramig, 2012; 

Hoyle, D’Antuono, Overheu, & Murphy, 2013; West et al., 2004). Consequently, only a 

finite amount of sequestration is possible. Furthermore, this finite opportunity can only be 

exploited once; the same management practice implemented at a later date will ultimately 

sequester the same amount of carbon (Figure 1). Second, sequestration is reversible. To retain 

stored carbon the sequestering (or an equivalent) practice must be continued; reverting to the 

previous practice re-emits the carbon. Importantly, these two characteristics are not shared by 

strategies that reduce emissions (i.e., that prevent GHGs from entering the atmosphere, as 

opposed to sequestration which instead removes CO2 from the air). For this and other 

reasons, sequestration creates some particular challenges for policy design. 

  

 

Figure 1. Stylised dynamics of carbon sequestration. 

 

1 Management changes can have a positive net effect on soil carbon levels in two ways: i) by bringing about 
absolute increases in soil carbon; ii) by preventing a decline in soil carbon that would otherwise occur had the 
business-as-usual practice continued. Although in this article we primarily focus on the first effect, many of the 
issues we raise also apply to the second, because in both cases the mitigation is typically finite, reversible, and 
occurs at a diminishing rate through time. 
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2.2 Potential policy approaches 

Sequestering additional carbon to that which is optimal in the absence of a policy comes at an 

opportunity cost to farmers and so requires incentivisation2. One way to incentivise 

sequestration is to incorporate it within a comprehensive emissions trading or carbon tax 

scheme. In the original CFI, landholders could claim credits for additional carbon 

sequestration (subject to regulatory approval) and sell them to polluters who could use these 

credits to offset their liabilities to the Australian Government’s then implemented carbon tax. 

After revisions to the policy in 2014, landholders can participate in a reverse auction and 

receive payment from the government if their bid is judged to provide sufficiently good value 

for money. In the United States, since the failure of “cap and trade” legislation there has been 

increased interest in more traditional payment-based approaches to climate policy (e.g., 

Jones, Nickerson, & Heisey, 2013; Lewandrowski & Zook, 2015; Murray, 2015). In either of 

these approaches (reverse auction or direct payment), payments might be made for estimates 

of sequestration, or just for the adoption of practices that are believed to sequester carbon 

(Cowie et al., 2012; Subak, 2000).  

 

We now look at three concepts that are central to the design and implementation of an 

efficient policy for carbon sequestration: additionality, permanence and leakage. 

 

2.3 Concepts:  additionality, permanence and leakage 

For voluntary sequestration programs to work efficiently, whether they are offset- or 

payment-based, credits or incentives should only be provided for sequestration that is 

‘additional’. In other words, the aim of the policy is to increase sequestering projects that 

“result in abatement that would not have occurred in the absence of the [policy]. There would 

2 Sequestration practices may be financially attractive but still not adopted due to social or cultural factors 
(Pannell et al., 2006). Even though there may not be a financial opportunity cost in such a situation, 
incentivisation of some type will still likely be required to prompt practice change. 
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be no reduction in emissions as a result of the [policy] if the project activity would have 

occurred in the normal course of business” (DCCEE, 2010, p.9).  Inadequate assessment of 

additionality is a common flaw in carbon sequestration schemes (Trexler, 2011). 

 

As carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions reside in the atmosphere for 300+ years3 (Archer, 2005), 

carbon sequestration must be enduring if it is to offset them. Consequently, to be effective, 

policies need to ensure the ‘permanence’ of sequestration. 

 

‘Leakage’ refers to GHG emissions that occur as a result of activities undertaken to mitigate 

or offset GHG emissions. The degree of leakage needs to be quantified and set against the 

benefits of an activity when its eligibility for payments is considered. The leakage from 

sequestering CO2 may occur in another location, time, and/or form of GHG. 

 

3. Additionality 

 

When assessing additionality the following questions need to be addressed.  

 

a) Is the sequestering practice additional?  

b) If so, what is the ‘benchmark’ farming practice that it would displace? 

c) How much of the abatement resulting from the new practice is additional? 

 

Much of the discussion about additionality is focused on identifying a) and b) (e.g., 

Woodhams et al., 2012). However point c) is equally challenging. It requires determination of 

the net level of sequestration (i.e., also accounting for leakage) for both the sequestering 

3 300 years captures the atmospheric lifetime of the majority of the CO2 from an emissions pulse; in reality, the 
atmospheric lifetime of a CO2 emission is best represented by a decay function with an immensely ‘long tail’, 
such that it continues to influence climate at a diminishing rate for millennia (Archer, 2005; Eby et al., 2009). 
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practice and the alternative it displaces. The requirement to answer question c) means that the 

measurement and monitoring (and associated transaction costs) that are often considered 

onerous for the sequestering activity, are also required for the benchmark. Furthermore, c) 

can vary in space and time even if a) and b) are unchanged. 

 

3.1 Approaches to determining additionality 

The economics of land uses are highly heterogeneous between (and even within) farms and 

over time. In principle, identification of the benchmark farming strategy and estimation of the 

opportunity cost of the sequestering practice might be done on a farm-by-farm basis using 

detailed bioeconomic models. In practice, this would have high transaction costs and would 

be hampered by poor information about each farm and each farmer’s perceptions and 

preferences. Farm-by-farm modelling is not employed in the CFI because of concerns that the 

costs would discourage landholder participation (DCCEE, 2010). A streamlined approach 

could potentially involve modelling for groups of farmers, by industry, by region or 

potentially by other factors. Whether the greater inaccuracy introduced by this approach 

would outweigh the savings in transaction costs would depend on the heterogeneity of farms 

and the process used to aggregate them (e.g., Antle, Capalbo, Mooney, Elliott, & Paustian, 

2003; Capon et al., 2013). Regardless of if farms are modelled individually or in groups, 

economic models of farm businesses depend on subjective judgements about parameters and 

farmers’ objectives (Robertson, Pannell, & Chalak, 2012), and ultimately their results are 

indicative of ‘financial’ additionality, whereas the question is really one of ‘behavioural’ 

additionality (Meyers, 1999). Although economic motivations are important to most 

commercial farmers, their behaviour in terms of adoption of new or different practices is also 

influenced by a broad suite of social, cultural and personal factors (Pannell et al., 2006).  
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Reasonably accurate determination of additionality would require consideration of both 

financial and social factors. This would no doubt increase transaction costs further.  

 

An alternative approach for assessing additionality (with lower transaction costs) is the 

method used in the original CFI: using empirical survey data to determine whether a practice 

is common in a district. If, in the absence of a sequestration policy, a practice is undertaken 

by 5 to 20% or less of potential adopters it is treated as being additional (Woodhams et al., 

2012).  

 

This ‘common-practice’ approach to determing additionality has several limitiations. Firstly, 

it is subjective. The critical threshold of 5% adoption was choosen in the CFI because it 

approximates the ‘take-off’ point on a sigmoid-shaped adoption curve (Woodhams et al., 

2012). However, it is not clear why this ‘take-off’ point is logically linked to additionality. It 

is essentially an arbitrary value.  

 

Secondly, there is the issue of the scale-of-adoption or frequency-of-adoption. The common-

practice approach treats adoption as a binary yes/no question. It ignores the possibility that 

farmers who have already adopted a sequestering practice on a small scale (or at a certain 

frequency) may like to respond to the policy by increasing their scale (or frequency) of 

adoption. For example, suppose that 30% of farmers have adopted a sequestering practice 

(exceeding the threshold for additionality) but each has adopted it on only 5% of their land. If 

they were eligible to participate in the sequestration program, they would adopt the practice 

on 50% of their land. The extra 45% adoption would be consistent with additionality, but 

would be ineligible with the common-practice approach. 
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The ineligibility of increased scale or frequency of adoption is concerning because it is likely 

to provide sequestration at relatively low cost. Practices rare in a district probably have 

higher marginal costs of adoption than ones already practised in parts of the district. And a 

practice that is already adopted on part of a farm is likely to have a very low marginal cost of 

increased adoption. This highlights an irony. Abatement practices with a low opportunity cost 

(the so-called ‘low-hanging fruit’) are more likely to be viable in their own right, making 

assessment of their additionality difficult and costly. Once these more expensive 

implementation and transactions costs are considered, the actual cost of utilising such 

abatement in a sequestration policy may be much higher (Fosci, 2013). Conversely those 

practices whose additionality is more easily determined are also likely to require larger 

incentives to be adopted. It is the latter practices that the common-practice approach seems 

more suited to.  

 

A third limitation of the common-practice approach is that its main benefit—reducing the 

amount of costly analysis required to determine additionality—is only temporary. Once the 

program is in place, a new challenge emerges: estimating what the level of adoption would 

have been in the absence of the program. This information is required to ensure that practices 

that are common only because of the scheme, and which are therefore genuinely additional, 

remain eligible. However, if regulators are able to identify and quantify which instances of 

observed adoption are non-additional, then in principle there is no need to adopt the common-

practice approach. Thus, reductions in transaction costs with the simplified common-practice 

approach will be short-lived. Either costly new research and analysis will be required to 

continue the program, or the accuracy of judgements about additionality will fall over time. 
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Fourthly, if it is judged that in the absence of the program, the level of adoption would fall 

below the specified threshold, then under the common-practice approach, all farmers who 

adopt the practice would be eligible to claim benefits in the program. Some of those claims 

will be for non-additional adoption, including all the adoption that occurred prior to 

commencement of the scheme. Conversely, once practices do exceed the threshold level of 

adoption and become ineligible, they are disqualified for all landholders, including those for 

whom adoption would have been genuinely additional. This results in a lesser supply of 

sequestration than would occur in an ideal program. To reduce these issues, Woodhams et al. 

(2012) proposed scaling estimates of sequestration down by the proportion of it adjudged to 

be non-additional, creating an ‘integrity buffer’ (McCarl (2006) proposed ‘additionality 

discounting’ based on a similar concept). Using this approach, a portion of the sequestration 

by a practice could remain ‘additional’, even though the practice is commonly-adopted 

overall.  

 

Although this scaling approach appears attractive, it too has issues. Determining the 

appropriate amount of scaling requires regulators to do what they were trying to avoid: 

determine how much of the observed adoption is additional to what would have happened in 

an unobservable, counterfactual scenario. It is arguably also unjust. Farmers adopting a 

practice in response to the sequestration policy would have the amount of sequestration they 

could claim reduced, to subsidise the claiming of non-additional sequestration by those who 

had (or would have) adopted the practice without the policy. Lastly, scaling to compensate 

for abatement that is ‘lower quality’ (non-additional or otherwise) could also potentially be 

self-fulfilling, in that it could lower the quality of the abatement portfolio even more. By 

reducing the amount of income received for a sequestering practice, scaling reduces the 

incentive to undertake that practice. This is important. As incentives to adopt a practice 
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decrease, the proportion of total adoption of that practice that is additional will decrease 

(Claassen, Horowitz, Duquette, & Ueda, 2014). Suppose after scaling a landholder can earn 

only $5 for every hectare they undertake of a sequestering practice. This is most likely 

insufficient to induce many landholders to change practice, so nearly all those undertaking 

the practice and therefore eligible for the $5/ha would be those doing the practice anyway.  

 

The Alberta scheme also uses a common-practice-type approach to additionality, with a 

threshold level of 40% adoption, and a scaled baseline, similar in nature to the ‘integrity 

buffer’ (Woodhams et al., 2012) and ‘additionality discounting’ (McCarl, 2006) concepts. 

When the scheme commenced in 2007, landholders already practicing reduced tillage were 

eligible to claim credits for the amount they were estimated to have sequestered over the 

previous five years. The justification for including non-additional adoption was that it created 

an incentive for landholders to maintain sequestration that could otherwise have been re-

released (Government of Alberta, 2012). After claiming these initial credits, many smaller 

landholders are reported to have ceased involvement in the scheme because they felt it was 

not cost-effective (Climate Change Authority, 2014b). These landholders who ceased 

participating must have either: a) continued to practise reduced tillage but just not partaken in 

the scheme, as might occur if income from the offset scheme did not justify the transaction 

costs and the effort involved with participating in it, suggesting non-additionality or; b) also 

ceased practising reduced tillage, as might occur if income from the offset scheme was 

insufficient to cover the opportunity cost of altering tillage practices, in which case 

sequestration would be re-released. 

 

Overall, there are serious limitations with the common-practice approach to determining 

additionality. Some (but not all) of those problems could be addressed by using good 
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information about additionality, but if that information is available, the common-practice 

approach is not needed.  

 

There are also some challenging aspects inherent to all approaches for assessing additionality. 

First, additionality must be assessed against a counterfactual benchmark situation that cannot 

be observed: the farming practices that would have been employed if the policy had never 

existed. As time passed following adoption of the sequestering activity, judgements about the 

unobserved benchmark would become increasingly difficult and speculative (Murray et al., 

2007). Such uncertainty makes the determination of additionality potentially susceptible to 

political manipulation. Second, sequestration is a long process. After a change of practice, 

equilibration of soil carbon levels generally takes decades, and may take a century or more 

(Johnson et al., 1995). Conversely, additionality can be a transient quality. Therefore, 

regardless of the method used to assess it, assessments will have to be repeated or updated 

through time, meaning ongoing transaction costs.  

 

3.2 Updates to additionality 

Additionality is often mistakenly thought of as being a comparison of ‘before and after’ the 

introduction of the policy when it is actually a question of ‘with and without’ the policy. The 

‘before’ situation is observable and fixed, whereas the ‘without’ scenario is unobservable and 

dynamic. To illustrate, suppose that a CFI-like policy with a common-practice approach to 

determining additionality had existed at the time that no-till was being adopted in Australia. 

Initially, early adopters could have claimed benefits for additional soil carbon because no-till 

was not commonly practised. It could well have been genuinely additional at this stage, as the 

knowledge and technology required to implement it profitably was still being developed. As 

no-till became more profitable, the sequestration it provides would have become less costly; 
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at a certain point, it would become profitable enough not to require income from 

sequestration for widespread adoption and it would no longer be additional. 

 

In time, adoption of no-till would have increased to around 90% of farmers (this is what 

happened without the policy) (D’Emden & Llewellyn, 2006). Clearly almost all of this 

adoption would be non-additional. Furthermore, although sequestration by early adopters was 

additional at the time, it was only temporarily additional because ultimately that sequestration 

would have occurred anyway without the policy. The GHG concentration in the atmosphere 

would eventually be the same with or without promotion of this practice by the sequestration 

policy. 

 

If such a change in a sequestration practice’s additionality is anticipated, it may make sense 

not to treat the practice as additional, even on a temporary basis. This would avoid spending 

money on actions that ultimately make little or no difference to climate change, and could 

otherwise have been spent on more effective mitigation. Sequestration practices that are 

‘cost-effective’ because they are close to being viable in their own right (i.e., a low carbon 

price is sufficient to make the practice attractive to landholders) may often be those practices 

whose additionality is likely to change with time. 

 

If a future change in additionality is not anticipated, but it becomes apparent that a practice 

once additional is no longer so, government appears to have two options: write-off the funds 

that have been lost (plus the climatic gains that could have otherwise been made from 

alternative investments), or require participants to bear the cost of the retrospective change in 

additionality (e.g. by purchasing replacement abatement). The latter option is unlikely to be 

politically feasible. 
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A second challenge related to the dynamics of additionality is that the benchmark agricultural 

practice may change even if the sequestering practice remains additional. Agriculture in the 

20th century was characterised by rapid and dramatic improvements in production 

technologies, and large changes in prices, such that there would have been frequent changes 

in the benchmark practice in many cases.  

 

To illustrate the potential consequences of this, suppose that a farmer replaces a benchmark 

practice that was neither storing nor emitting carbon with a sequestering activity that would 

accumulate an additional 13.2 tonnes of carbon over the next 35 years (areas X + Y in Figure 

2(b)).  

 

Figure 2. (a) Amount of carbon sequestered as a function of time. (b) The annual amount of 

sequestration above the old benchmark.  

 

Imagine that after 17 years the landholder would have switched from the old benchmark 

practice to a new benchmark, had they not otherwise been engaged in the sequestration 

program. Suppose that this new benchmark also happens to sequester carbon—although this 

is not the reason it has become preferable to the old benchmark—and from years 18 to 35 it 

would have sequestered 6 tonnes of carbon (areas Y + Z). Notably, this is more than the 
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claimed sequestering practice stores over years 18 to 35 (area Y), largely because 

sequestration occurs most rapidly shortly after a change in practice and then decreases over 

time. Therefore in principle, once the benchmark was updated, the farmer should have to 

relinquish offsets (or repay government payments) equivalent to area Z. However, like the 

previous example where a practice changed from additional to non-additional after a period 

of time, we anticipate that any requirement to repay payments for sequestration (undertaken 

in good faith but no longer additional) would be politically unacceptable. After all, the farmer 

would still be maintaining the sequestering practice, and the absolute amount of carbon in 

their soils would still be increasing by the amount shown in area Y.  

 

These examples illustrate that in a theoretically-sound policy where participation is voluntary, 

landholders are not paid for the absolute amount of sequestration, but the additional amount 

sequestered relative to the benchmark. Consequently, a farmer’s obligation should be to 

permanently maintain the claimed amount of sequestration over and above what would 

otherwise have happened (which may change with time), rather than the absolute amount of 

carbon that has been sequestered. This remains true even after claiming has ceased, and the 

stored carbon is being maintained for permanence reasons. 

 

The need to revise additionality rulings over time because of the ephemeral nature of 

additionality is recognised in the literature (e.g., Gustavsson et al., 2000). However, it has not 

previously been acknowledged, either in the literature or by policymakers, that failing to 

apply these updates retrospectively to sequestration claimed in the past will reduce the 

benefits of sequestration, and result in an opportunity cost of having otherwise spent those 

funds on effective mitigation. In the original CFI, not only were updates to additionality not 

applied retrospectively, but sequestration could be claimed for another seven years after 
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practices have been deemed to be no longer additional (DCCEE, 2012). This is clearly 

inconsistent with the principle of additionality.  

 

Additionality is required with policies that provide financial rewards for mitigation (either by 

the sale of offsets or by government payments) and where participation is voluntary. It is not 

an issue for policy approaches that impose penalties on firms or individuals for not 

mitigating, by requiring them to pay a tax or purchase an emissions permit. Therefore, 

additionality is not an inherent requirement of sequestration per se. It is just that sequestering 

activities are implemented almost exclusively under the voluntary, financial reward type of 

policy framework, meaning that additionality is associated with sequestration almost as a 

matter of course. Furthermore with sequestration, ensuring additionality is made more 

challenging by the theoretical need to apply updates to additionality retrospectively. In 

contrast, the benefits of emissions reductions cannot be eroded in the same way, meaning 

retrospective updating is not an issue for them.  
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4. Permanence 

 

To ensure permanence, sequestration schemes typically have rules that require sequestration 

to be maintained and not re-released for a certain duration or until replacement abatement is 

purchased (at the contemporary carbon price). The CFI’s original permanence rules 

represented a combination of both: farmers were required to maintain sequestration for 100 

years4, but could opt out of the scheme before then by purchasing and surrendering permits 

(the 2014 revised CFI policy, based on government payments, introduced the option of a 25-

year period for maintaining sequestration, with a discount on the payments). 

  

The use of 100 years as the criterion for ‘permanence’ constitutes a gamble that climate 

change will have been solved by that time, so that the re-release of sequestered carbon will 

not be a problem. The gamble is increased because the physical dynamics of CO2 in the 

atmosphere mean that the 100-year rule would result in higher future atmospheric 

concentrations of CO2 than if there had never been sequestration. To illustrate, suppose that 

in 2015 D units of CO2 emissions are mitigated either by offsetting them with sequestration, 

or by preventing/reducing emissions. The properties of the carbon cycle mean that a 

reduction in CO2 has a diminishing effect on atmospheric CO2 over time due to re-

equilibration of carbon from the atmosphere with other sinks, particularly the ocean (Archer, 

2005). As a consequence, releasing the sequestered carbon in 2115, adding D units of CO2 to 

the atmosphere, raises the ‘offset with sequestration’ curve above the ‘not mitigated’ curve in 

Figure 3 (Kirschbaum, 2006 made a similiar observation). So although sequestration buys 

time for the ‘100-year gamble’ to play out, if it turns out to be a losing wager, the approach 

could actually make the problem worse.  

4 100 years after credits are first claimed. Subsequent claims made for the same project do not ‘reset’ the 100-
year count, meaning that carbon sequestered later needs to be stored for progressively less time. 
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Figure 3. Implications of either i) offsetting with sequestration for 100 years or ii) preventing 

an emissions pulse, compared to not mitigating it at all (as predicted by the Model for the 

Assessment of Greenhouse Gas Induced Climate Change version 5.3 (Wigley et al., 2009), 

with the once-off emission pulse occurring against a background of the WRE450 emissions 

scenario). 

 

The gamble can be avoided simply by not permitting the free release of sequestered carbon 

after what is essentially an arbitrary period such as 100 years. Instead, the concept of 

permanence would be applied literally. It is desirable to maintain the option of allowing 

participants to leave the scheme by purchasing replacement abatement as this would not 

sacrifice the GHG integrity of the program but would potentially increase participation.  

 

Indeed encouragement of participation is one possible argument for the original CFI’s ‘free’ 

release at 100 years. It might be seen as making permanence less onerous. However, for two 

reasons, the additional incentive for participation is likely to be minor. Firstly, the costs that 

would be saved by utilising this ‘free’ release are greatly reduced by discounting over 100 

years (e.g., by more than 99%, at a discount rate of 5%). Secondly, there is a probability that 
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the climate change problem will have been resolved by that time (e.g., through development 

of renewable energy technologies) so that the cost of emissions permits will have fallen 

greatly, potentially to zero. This outcome is, after all, what policy makers are relying on when 

they specify the arbitrary time frame of 100 years for ‘permanence’. In that eventuality, the 

cost to participants from purchasing permits in order to leave the scheme would be lower still. 

In the alternative scenario, where climate change is unresolved, it seems preferable not to 

leave our descendants with a problem of large emissions of formerly sequestered carbon.  

 

In contrast to sequestration, a reduction in emissions also buys time but without the risk of 

making the situation worse in the future (Figure 3). There are no questions over how long 

they should be maintained, nor any risk of re-releases exacerbating climate change in the 

future. It is therefore potentially inefficient for policies like the CFI to value emission 

reductions and less enduring sequestration equally (Feng et al., 2002; Gramig, 2012; van 

Kooten, 2009). Although there may be benefits from temporally removing emissions from the 

atmosphere with sequestration, if this sequestration and permanent emissions reductions are 

both to be legitimately valued at the same carbon price then permanence requirements should 

have no time limit, and instead simply require landholders to relinquish replacement permits 

if they release previously sequestered carbon. Permanence provisions can interact with 

leakage to create further challenges, as outlined in the next section.  

 

The Alberta scheme does not require landholders to maintain sequestration to ensure 

permanence. Instead, the amount of credits granted for an activity is scaled down by the 

probability that the sequestration might be undone in the next 20 years (7.5–12.5% 

probability, set by surveying experts) (Government of Alberta, 2012). We note that, if 7.5–

12.5% is indeed an accurate reflection of the probability of losing the sequestered carbon in 
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the absence of any mechanism to enforce its retention, then, by definition, it would appear 

that most of the sequestered carbon is not additional. That said, Roberts and Lubowski (2007) 

observed that a policy may partially influence land management beyond the life of the policy. 

A relevant example would be where reverting to the original practice is prohibitively costly 

(e.g., the cost of bringing land planted to trees back into arable cultivation). However, we 

suspect such that situations are less likely for agricultural practices sequestering carbon in 

soils than with conversion to forestry.   

 

5. Leakage 

 

Leakage can be categorised into two different forms:  

 

1. ‘Indirect’—emissions resulting from substitutions or market adjustments occurring in 

response to the sequestration, potentially in other countries.  

2. ‘Direct’—emissions directly resulting from the sequestration activities.  

 

Indirect leakage can be significant, and has received considerable attention in the literature 

(e.g., Alix-Garcia, Shapiro, & Sims, 2012; Gan & McCarl, 2007; Lee, McCarl, Schneider, & 

Chen, 2007; Montserrat & Sohngen, 2009; Sun & Sohngen, 2009). Despite this scholarly 

attention, accounting for indirect leakage is very difficult when it comes to policy 

implementation, and so it tends to be ignored (as it is in the CFI). While not condoning this, 

we focus on direct leakage, which has received less attention in the literature. Perhaps this is 

because, at face value, it appears more straight-forward to address. However, there are 

challenges involved with developing policy to deal with emissions that occur as a direct result 

of adoption of a sequestering activity. 
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Many of the emissions directly associated with sequestration in soil result from agricultural 

activities. Agricultural emissions are dynamic, spatially heterogeneous, and difficult to 

measure. Methods for estimating them tend to be generic and may not reflect actual leakage 

at particular locations (Cowie et al., 2012; Thamo, Kingwell, & Pannell, 2013). Assessing 

them more precisely is possible, but involves higher transaction costs.  

 

A second challenge with leakage is that there may be practices that appear desirable to 

landholders in the short term despite being undesirable in the long term. Consider the 

replacement of cropping land use with perennial pasture (e.g., Thomas, Sanderman, Eady, 

Masters, & Sanford, 2012). This land-use change was recently approved for crediting under 

the CFI (Department of the Environment, 2014). Although stylised, the dashed line in Figure 

4 is consistent with the pattern of increasing soil carbon following the conversion of 

cultivated crop land to permanent pasture (Sanderman, Farquharson, & Baldock, 2010). 

However, pasture is most commonly used to feed livestock, which emit methane, an 

important GHG. Suppose that the livestock grazing this pasture ‘leak’ 0.6 t/ha/year of carbon 

dioxide equivalents (CO2e) (dotted line)5.  

 

Although the sequestration rate is initially much higher than the leakage, as it plateaus over 

100 years it is eventually overtaken by the smaller, but constant, leakage (at around year 90 in 

Figure 4). The net level of sequestration would peak at about 30 years. Unfortunately, it is not 

feasible to maintain the year-30 situation in subsequent years. If the pasture is retained (and 

grazed), leakage occurs more rapidly than ongoing sequestration. If the pasture is retained 

5 Because they occur at the same location as the sequestration, many would classify these methane emissions not 
as ‘leakage’ but rather as part of the emissions balance of a sequestration project. However, for our purposes 
whether they technically constitute leakage or not is immaterial. The key point is that these methane emissions 
are caused by the adoption of the sequestering practice and counteract it. 
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and not grazed, the opportunity cost of cropping income is likely to exceed the benefits of 

sequestration. If the pasture is converted back to cropping, to avoid further leakage, the 

sequestered carbon is re-emitted over time. In this situation, from a climate-change 

perspective, it appears preferable not to commence the sequestration activity in the first place. 

However, the exclusion of such practices from a scheme because they could be undesirable in 

the long term may not always occur for two reasons. Firstly, if the practice appears desirable 

in the short term it may be politically convenient to ignore longer-term undesirability. 

Secondly, even if the political will is present, determining long-term desirability of a practice 

ex ante may not be easy, as rates (and timing) of leakage may change in the future, and 

anticipated and actual measurements of sequestration may diverge.  

 

 

Figure 4. Cumulative sequestration and leakage as a function of the time credits are claimed.  

 

The CFI legislation does not clearly define how sequestering practices that potentially 

generate more emissions than they sequester should be dealt with, although the legislation 

does allow some discretionary powers in these matters. Perhaps the simplest way for a policy 

to deal with this situation is to require leakage to be paid for when it occurs, at the 
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contemporary carbon price. However, even if leakage is accounted for in this way, a 

sequestration practice that involves significant leakage could still appear financially 

attractive. This creates the possibility that landholders could be paid to undertake practices 

that, in the long run, leak more than they sequester, and that this leakage could be locked in 

by permanence conditions.  

 

To illustrate, using the example from Figure 4, suppose that the price of offsets (or the 

government payment) is $23/t of CO2e (Australia’s price in 2012), increasing at 2.5% per 

annum in real terms for the entire period, and that the real discount rate is 5%. Then claiming 

credits for more than 16 years would generate enough income to cover the expense of 

relinquishing credits for leakage over 100 years. From the farmer’s perspective, under the 

conditions operating in the original CFI, the most profitable course of the action would be to 

continue with the sequestering practice (and associated leakage) until a ‘free release’ from 

permanence obligations could be obtained after 100 years. But implementing the project for 

this profit-maximising 100-year period would ‘leak’ 6.5 tonnes more CO2e than it would 

sequester (Figure 4). In other words, despite eventually requiring more credits than it 

generates, the practice would be financially attractive for the farmer to pursue. This is 

because income from sequestration occurs mainly in earlier years, when sequestration rates 

are highest, whereas a larger share of leakage costs occurs later on and are therefore 

discounted heavily. This result is possible whenever the carbon price increases at a rate lower 

than the discount rate. 

 

Importantly, potential participants in the program would need to expect that the carbon price 

will increase at a rate lower than the discount rate in order to be willing to participate. If they 

expect the carbon price to increase at a faster rate than the discount rate, then it would always 
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appear optimal to defer commencement of sequestration until the future, when prices have 

increased by more than enough to outweigh the effect of discounting (this is because 

sequestration can occur only once: now or later). The landowner’s optimal course of action 

would be to delay sequestration until the carbon price is increasing at a rate less than the 

discount rate (McCarl & Sands, 2007; van ’t Veld & Plantinga, 2005).  

 

Although these financial results provide only a stylised example, they do serve to highlight 

the potential risk for programs that accept sequestration activities with significant levels of 

leakage, particularly where the mitigation and resultant leakage occur over different 

timeframes. They may find that there are willing suppliers of offsets from these activities (or 

willing participants in a payment-based scheme), even where participants will be charged the 

going price for that leakage. Policymakers would be well advised not to include in programs 

any sequestration practices where leakage is likely to outweigh sequestration within a certain 

time frame.  

 

Leakage can, of course, also be an issue for emission reductions. However, because emission 

reductions are not subject to permanence requirements, in their case there is less disparity 

between the timing of abatement and the associated leakage, meaning that the assessment of 

direct leakage is far simpler. 

 

6. Other drawbacks of sequestration 

 

Some argue that sequestration could provide an interim ‘bridge’ to the future, buying time for 

the development of improved technologies that allow lower-cost reductions in atmospheric 

CO2 (e.g., Lal, 2002). However, there are reasons to doubt whether the benefits of this 
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proposed ‘bridging’ are sufficient to outweigh the disadvantages of sequestration as an 

abatement strategy.  

 

Firstly, a sequestration ‘bridge’ may be counterproductive by reducing incentives to innovate. 

The use of sequestration in the short term reduces the market price for emission permits (or in 

the absence of an emissions trading scheme, makes it easier to meet abatement targets), 

potentially reducing the incentive for early development of the required technologies (van 

Kooten, 2009; van Kooten & de Vries, 2013). 

 

Secondly, carbon prices will need to increase for some years, perhaps decades, so that they 

reach a level that provides the required incentives for abatement and innovation (Keeler, 

2005; van ’t Veld & Plantinga, 2005). However, as noted earlier, if the carbon price is rising 

faster than the discount rate there is a financial incentive to defer the commencement of 

sequestration (because it can store a finite amount of carbon) (McCarl & Sands, 2007; van ’t 

Veld & Plantinga, 2005). There is an irony here, in that a rapidly increasing carbon price, 

which might be thought to signal a need for urgent action, would actually discourage early 

sequestration. The same is not true of emissions reductions. 

 

Thirdly, as we have demonstrated, leakage and/or the re-release of sequestered carbon may 

increase the amount of abatement that any future technologies will need to provide. This is 

particularly the case for programs that allow re-emission after an arbitrary fixed period of 

sequestration. Similarly, future changes in climate may reduce the equilibrium amount of 

carbon a given practice will maintain sequestered (Hoyle et al., 2013). If this new equilibrium 

is less than the amount previously stored, then what was a carbon sink may become a carbon 

source due to the changed climate (Goetz, Hritonenko, Mur, Xabadia, & Yatsenko, 2013). 
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Given that GHG concentrations are more likely to be approaching ‘dangerous thresholds’ in 

the future than they are currently, any short-terms gains made by sequestration now may be a 

false economy.  

 

Fourthly, in addition to abatement, social and environmental co-benefits are often cited as an 

additional impetus for developing sequestration policies. However, the externalities from 

reducing or preventing emissions may be equally positive (Elbakidze & McCarl, 2007).  

Furthermore, policies focused on maximising other externalities may not achieve mitigation 

very efficiently and, vice versa, policies that maximise sequestration may deliver little in the 

way of other benefits (Caparrós & Jacquemont, 2003). Therefore, whilst the potential of a 

sequestration policy to provide additional co-benefits may be important, the extent to which 

these benefits are likely to be delivered should be analysed carefully rather than assumed 

(Bradshaw et al., 2013), particularly as there is potential for purported co-benefits to be 

overstated by rent seekers. 

 

Fifthly, beyond the economic challenges discussed here, quantifying the amount of 

sequestration is very challenging and also involves (potentially large) transaction costs 

(García-Oliva & Masera, 2004; Subak, 2000). In comparison, transaction costs for 

quantifying emission reductions are likely to be lower in many cases. 

 

Lastly, we have focused on the challenges of designing policies that aim to achieve the 

sequestration that is considered to be theoretically possible. However, the mitigation 

theoretically achievable with sequestration has itself been queried in recent studies (e.g., 

Lam, Chen, Mosier, & Roush, 2013; Powlson, Whitmore, & Goulding, 2011; Robertson & 

Nash, 2013). Furthermore, how immediately the mitigation potential of sequestration could 
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actually be realised has also been questioned (Sommer & Bossio, 2014), throwing doubt on 

the capacity for sequestration to provide a short-term ‘bridge’ to future reductions in 

emissions. 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

There are many challenges to designing sequestration polices to ensure that they achieve 

genuine mitigation in a way that is cost-effective. Although additionality, leakage and 

permanence are issues for all voluntary abatement policies, unique characteristics of 

sequestration mean that these issues are particularly difficult for sequestration. These 

characteristics include: that the amount of abatement achievable with soil sequestration from 

a piece of land is finite (unless the CO2 is first re-emitted), after which there is no option but 

to reduce emissions; that sequestration occurs rapidly at first but then plateaus at a maximum 

level; that sequestered soil carbon can be re-emitted if the new management regime is not 

maintained; and that some sequestration activities result in leakage of other emissions, 

potentially over different timeframes.  

 

To contain transaction costs in the CFI, additionality is assessed based on the proportion of 

the relevant population undertaking the practice. However, this ‘common-practice’ approach 

rules out what are likely to be the least costly, genuinely additional abatement measures: 

increases in adoption where there is already (without the carbon price) moderate adoption. 

These increases could be in the number of adopters or, for farmers who have already adopted 

to a certain amount, in the extent the adoption is practised. The common-practice approach to 

assessing additionality also unavoidably results in non-additional practices qualifying for 

benefits, and genuinely additional practices being excluded from them. The choice of the 
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threshold level of adoption determines the balance between these two problems, but cannot 

overcome them. 

 

Most importantly, the intended advantage of this approach (reduced transaction costs) is at 

best temporary. Once the scheme is in place, assessment of additionality requires estimation 

of what the land use would have been in the absence of the scheme. The common-practice 

approach provides no assistance with this counterfactual question. Indeed it would seem to 

require the sort of analysis of optimal farming practices that was meant to be avoided by use 

of the common-practice approach.  

 

Finally, the counterfactual scenario changes over time, so the additionality of sequestration 

cannot be presumed to be permanent. Theoretically this means that additionality should not 

only be periodically re-evaluated, but any updates should also be applied retrospectively, 

although this is likely to be politically infeasible. 

 

In relation to the requirement for sequestration to be permanent, our analysis provides a 

warning against defining permanence as a period of arbitrary length, such as 100 years, after 

which re-emission of sequestered carbon is permitted. Because of the dynamics of the carbon 

cycle, this may result in future atmospheric carbon levels being greater than they would have 

been in the absence of sequestration.  

 

We show that, under plausible circumstances, a sequestering activity can ultimately ‘leak’ 

more GHGs than it removes from the atmosphere. It can be financially attractive to a 

landholder for this to occur, even if leakage is quantified and charged for at the contemporary 

price. Added to this is the risk that, once the initial period of rapid sequestration is over, 
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requirements for permanence may lock in leakage at annual rates that exceed annual 

sequestration rates.  

 

In the face of these challenges and potential perverse outcomes, policymakers essentially 

have three options. Firstly, they can implement stringent systems to ensure the veracity of 

sequestration. The high transaction costs associated with this option will make sequestration 

less competitive, and sequestration’s overall contribution to international action on climate 

change may be minor. Secondly, they can simplify the process, reducing its stringency, as 

appears to have been done in Alberta’s offset scheme and Australia’s revised CFI. This 

would no doubt be popular with farmer groups and polluters, both of whom would stand to 

benefit. Although it will boost participation, it will also be inefficient and the amount of 

genuinely additional mitigation from carbon sequestration in the long run may only be small. 

The third alternative is to exclude sequestration options that suffer from the challenges 

identified here. In considering these options, sequestration should be seen as a means to an 

environmental end and not an end in itself (Trexler, 2011). It should also be remembered that, 

once implemented, poor policy can be difficult to remove as it creates a group of 

beneficiaries with an incentive to lobby for its continuation.  

 

Overall, our judgement is that the third option of excluding soil carbon sequestration 

activities from carbon abatement policy should be carefully considered. Although there 

undoubtedly are benefits to increasing the carbon content of soils, given the challenges, risks 

and potential for perverse outcomes and high transaction costs, soil carbon sequestration may 

not be an efficient approach to mitigating climate change, especially if the sequestration is 

used as a direct substitute for preventing or reducing emissions. Where sequestration 

practices are associated with significant leakage, or where they are anticipated to have the 
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potential to become very widely adopted even without policy support, their inclusion in 

abatement policy seems particularly ill-advised.  
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